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a,. Average fractional light extinction
ao Laser beam cross sectional area (m2)I;•
-. A t Specific absorption coefficient (m'-/g)y"
r", AF• Specific extinction coefficient (mZ/g)
{ b,t Absorption coefficient (m'1)
r1 br Extinction coefficient (m-1)
L: B0 Signal bandwidth (Hz)
BN Planck radiation function
c Speed of light (m/s)
C Gas concentration
C,. Specific heat of carbon
r` CS Specific heat of the gas
x C„ Specific heat at constant pressure
C,, Specific heat at constant volume
d Particle diameter (µm)
d,„w Average soot diameter (µm)
d^ Fringe spacing (µm)
d„ Laser beam waist (m)
D Cell diameter (m)
D„ Probe volume depth (m)
f Taper element vibration frequency (Hz)
A) Chopping frequency (Hz)
F(r) Particle size distribution (m't)
S
g TEOM mass resolution (g)
i h Planck's constant
H Probe height (m)
/ Transmitted light power (watts)
11 Original light power of source per unit area (watts/cm Z )
/. Laser irradiance on the centerline of the beam (watts/cmZ)
r` !o Power of incandescence (watts)
/, Spectral radiance of incandescent emission (watts/cmZ-nm-sr)
• / Integrated laser power (watts) i
.:S
V'
Transmitted light power through optical elements (watts)
/ Original light power ol'source (watts)
/, Laser irradiance at a radius of r„ (watts/cm")
/,S Scattered light power (watts)
k Boltzmann constant WK)
k,, Scattering constant
K Force constant (kg/sect)
K„ Effective force constant (kg/sec-' )
K,. Scattering constant
L Optical path length
rn Complex index of refraction
ins, Effective mass (g)
mf Filter element mass (g)
m„ Tapered element mass (g)
mp Particulate mass (g)
M Molecular weight (g/mole)
N Number density of particles (m-3)
NA Avogadro's number (mole I )
N mux Maximum number density of particles (m-3)
Nr,,, Number of detected photons
P Gas pressure (Pa)
Pe Equilibrium pressure fluctuations (Pa)
y Quantum efficiency
Q Cell quality
r Particle radius (µm)
rm ;,, Minimum particle radius (µm)
R Cell responsivity (mv-m/w)
RAW Cell responsivity at resonance (mv-m/w)
S Acoustic signal (rms volts)
S, Incandescence signal (Joules)
r Time (sec)
r„ Particle transit time (sec)
T, Average transmission of the optical elements
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ut,	 Soot particle velocity (m/s)
V	 Volume of the cell W)
Greek Letters
a Beam crossing angle
Y Ratio of specific heats
S Length of probe volume
e Transmission of optics
(i Particle temperature (K)
0 ', Gas temperature (K)
Wavelength (nm)
P 3Soot concentration (mg/m ) 1
Pa Density of absorbing gas (kg/m3)
Puve Average soot mass concentration (mg/m 3 )	 i
P ,. Solid density of carbon in soot (g/crn3)
P A Gas density (kg/m3)
Pmax Maximum soot mass 	 oncentration (mg/m 3 )	 ?
Pmtn Minimum soot mass concentration (mg/m3)
rr„ Absorption cross section (cm Z )	 I
rr,, Extinction cross section (cmz) 	 k
rr,,, Microphone sensitivity (mV/Pa)
O'N Standard deviation of' N samples
Filter flowrate (ml/s)
	 f
12 Solid angle of collection optics (sr)
r., Angular frequency (see—[)
Subscripts
rnrs Root mean square value of a variable
Superscripts
I
Fluctuating value of a variable
SUMMARY
Rapid response smoke meters with improved range, sensitivity, and accuracy are needed
to measure the wide range of smoke emission levels produced by modern commercial and
military jet engines. In this report, ideal smoke meter characteristics are determined to pro-
vide a basis for evaluation of candidate systems. After an examination of a wide range of
smoke meter concepts, five promising techniques tire analyzed in detail to evaluate compli-
ance with the practical smoke meter requirements. Four of the smoke measurement concepts
are optical methods: Modulated Transmission (MODTRAN), Cross Beam Absorption
Counter (CBAC), Laser Induced Incandescence (LIN), and Photoacoustic Spectroscopy
(PAS). A rapid response filter instrument called a Taper Element Oscillating Microbalance
(TEOM) is also evaluated,
For each technique, the theoretical principles are described, the expected performance is
determined, and the advantages and disadvantages are discussed. The expected performance
is evaluated against each of the smoke meter specifications, and the key questions for further
study are given, The most promising smoke meter technique analyzed was MODTRAN,
which is a variation on a direct transmission measurement. The soot-laden gas is passed
through a transmission cell, and the gas pressure is modulated by a speaker. MODTRAN
measures only the fluctuating component of the light transmission that is directly proportional
to the light extinction and is insensitive to window contamination. Light extinction from soot
well below 1% can be measured. MODTRAN has the potential of meeting all the require-
ments of a practical jet engine smoke meter including dynamic range (1-100 mg/m 3), time
response (I per sac), and operation in a severe test cell environment. Recommendations are
made for experiments to evaluate MODTRAN's performance and to answer critical questions
in the development of MODTR.'tN and one other promising technique (LIN). These experi-
ments would use the TEOM instrument as an auxiliary standard and thereby evaluate its per-
formance.
2Section I
INTRODUCTION
Smoke emissions from jet aircraft first became a concern in the early 1960s because of the
detectability of black smoke trails from military aircraft. Later, smoke emissions from com-
mercial jet aircraft traffic near metropolitan airports, particularly during landings and takeoffs,
were the object of studies assessing aircraft contributions to stir pollution, t These problems are
an ongoing concern and cause low smoke emissions to be a primary goal of the engine
designer. Finally, interest in the use of broader specification aircraft fuels has led to concern
	 j
over the increased smoke emissions from many of these fuels and the subsequently higher
radiative loading of the combustor liner. it
Efforts to control and reduce smoke emissions through new engine design and control
technology are a continuing pursuit. These investigations have focused on both combustor
design  and fuel addiii^ss 3 to reduce smoke emissions. Such efforts require accurate mea-
surements to quantify smoke levels from jet engine exhausts. Smoke meters in current use
are based on filtering techniques 4,5 which yield only long-term averages. These techniques re-
quire lengthy and costly engine tests, and the data reduction for them may take days to com-
plete. Methods are needed with increased range, improved accuracy, and faster response.
	 1
With the recent advances in optical and laser measurements, alternate me"hods are start-
ing to emerge for measurement of smoke levels. Laser-induced photoacousttc spectroscopy
has been used to make measurements of soot from diesel exhausts. 6.7 Although diesel ex-
hausts generally have higher smoke levels than those encountered in jet engines, optical tech-
niques such as photoacouslic spectroscopy are promising candidates for accurate, rapid, and
sensitive measurement of smoke from jet engines.
In view of these recent advances, this study was undertaken to survey and analyze current
measurement technology for application to jet engine smoke measurement. A set of criteria
for an ideal smoke meter was determined, and candidate systems from a wide range of
sources were evaluated against these criteria to determine the most promising techniques.
Five of the most promising techniques were analyzed in detail to determine their expected
performance and compliance with practical smoke meter requirements.
41
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IDENTIFICATION AND RANKING OF MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
As a first step in the survey and analysis of advanced smoke measurement systems, a list
of concepts deemed applicable to the practical and rapid measurement of smoke emissions
from jet engines was identified. The list of concepts was generated by a thorough investiga-
tion of the state of the art of smoke and particle measurement technology. The investigation
to prepare this list included literature and patent searches. =;onsultation with experts, rnd a
survey of available commercial products.
A set of criteria for an ideal smoke meter called General Smoke Meter Requirements was
determined and is given in the Appendix. A preliminary analysis of each concept was carried
out to determine its capability to satisfy these system specifications. Many instruments and
concepts were judged unacceptable and were not entered in the list of candidates. Several of
the concepts were based upon light_ transmission, but were rejected because of only marginal
resolution at the low concentration of smoke defined in the system specification. Many of the
concepts that depend upon the accumulation of particles and particle separation were elimi-
nated because they required sampling times that were too long (much greater than I second),
Also rejected were some concepts based on light scattering that could not make measure-
ments of particles in the very small particle size range of jet engine smoke.
Five smoke measurement concepts were chosen as subjects for complete analysis. Four of
the five concepts selected involve scattering and/or absorption of light. The following analysis
section summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each technique.
Section 3
ANALYSIS OF PROMISING CONCEPTS
In this section, we present initial analysis of the five highest ranked mcasurenlent con-
ccpts, including one commercial instrument (TEOM). Initially we discuss several standard
light scattering techniques and direct transmission that are unacceptable as ultimate concepts
but provide a basis for discussion of the more promising techniques.
3.1 LIGHT SCATTERING
There are two outstanding features of light scattering for particle measurctp ntst sensi-
tivity to very low concentrations and ability to handle wide concentration ranges. These ad-
vantages have been realized in numerous commercially available instruments. The major
difficulty is a complicated, and often somewhat uncertain, relationship between the measured
rruperties of the scattered light and the properties of the ac-.tterfng particles. Efforts to
reduce this uncertainty have led, for example, to a variety of measurement concepts, using
different combinations of angle, wavelength, and polarization characteristics of the scattered
light. The scattering concepts we have selected for analysis can be classified as photometric
and particle counting.
3.1.1 Photometric Light Scattering Particle Measurements
Photometric measurements are based on the average intensity of light scattered from a
collection of particles. A single measurement of intensity may be used, but often several
measurements at different angles, wavelengths, and/or polarizations are obtained to provide
more information about the particle distribution. The distinguishing characteristic of pho-
tometric measurements is that there are numerous particles in the measurement volume si-
multaneously instead of only one. For nominally spherical particles whose radii r are smaller
than 0.1 µm, which is the range of major concern for "young" soot measurements, the light
scattering per particle is proportional to r6 . Thus, if' F(r) represents the particle size distribu-
tion such that f F(r) dr — 1
„
the light power scattered into a detector from a collection of particles in the beam is given by
0.1 µm
l,.=S12e/o f N(KS/X 4)r6 F(r)dr	 (3.1-2)
o
where /„ is the incident beam power (watts), S is the observed length of the incident beam,
fl is the observed solid angle, a is the transmission of the receiving optics, N is the number
density of particles in the beam, and K,. X 4 contains the optical and particle characteristics of
the light scattering.
Since, in this particle size range, scattering measures the distribution-weighted average of
r6 , while the mass is represented by the distribution-weighted average of r3 , light scattering
does not provide a direct measure of mass concentration. Furthermore, in this range, the an-
gle and polarization-dependent properties of the scattering do not provide convenient access
to information about the size distribution. Therefore, in order to use photometric light
scattering to measure particle mass concentration, one must have considerable information
about the size distribution from other sources.
.
i
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3.1.2 Particle Counters
Particle counters measure the scattered light from single particles passing through the focal
tl volume of a light source, the particle dA ;,meter is determined from the Intensity of the burst
of scattered light as the particle passes through the beam. The frequency of particle counts is
measured and the particle velocity Is determined by passing the particle-laden gas through a
cell at a known velocity. Assuming a density for the soot particles (^ 2 g/cc), the mass load-
ing of the particulate can be determined,
t
Particle counters observe particles one at a time by reducing the active volume until the
probability that it will contain more than one observable particle at any time is very small.
The minimum active volume is limited to about 10_ 9 cm 3 by the wave nature of light, and
practical alignment considerations. Therefore, the maximum allowable density for accurate
counting measurements is on the order of 10 8 particles per cubic centimeter, and practical
difficulties become substantial for densities much above 10 6 particles/emi,
We can now estimate the minimum detectable size of a soot particle from n particle
counter. For laser light scattered from a particle in the Rayleigh regime (r < 0.1 µm for
A — 500 nm), the scattered light measured in a plane perpendicular to the plane of polariza-
tion of the incident light is,8
Z
efl to 	 r^ 16zr' n'Z—I I	 (3.1-3)
a„ A	 nr +2
where /, is the detected power (watts) of'sca;tered light from a laser beam of power, /,,, and a
cross sectional area, a,,. The collection optics has an efficiency, e, and collects light tit a solid
angle, ft. The effective complex index of refraction of the soot particles is m.
The number of photons detected will be
d„	 ql,	 (3.1-4)
where el/u,, is the transit time of the particle through the beam, and Ov/X) is the energy of it
photon of light. Here d„ is the beam diameter at the probe volume, III, is the velocity perpen-
dicular to the laser beam, h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, and q is the quantum
efficiency of the detector.
From the two equations above, one can solve for the radius of the particle.
i
n„ur,	 a't(hc'lA)N„o
r ^	 (3.1.5)
44,	 qt fl k5
where
k,. =  
Z
	
16zrtI 
nrZ—I 
I	
(3.1-6)
nrZ+2
In order to prevent carbon particle vaporization (see Section 3.6 on LIN) the light power den-
sity must be limited by the condition
1040 < 0,1 J/cm Z	(3.1-7)
ao ur,
In our calculations, we will use 0.1 J/cmZ.
5 s
$I
If all the particles have the same radius, r, then to measure the soot mass concentration to
10% accuracy, one must determine r2 to 10% accuracy. Since d = Nt, 1, 112 a 20 0/h uncertainty
In Nt,t, will give rise to a IM uncertainty in rJ (see Kline and McClintock9 ). According to the
Poisson statistics of a photodetector, the standard deviation of Nt,,, photons Is,
(r,v — -,f Nfill 	 (3,1-8)
Thus to measure N,, t, to 20% accuracy, where the uncertainty limits are defined as t U N , one
needs to obtain Nip — 25 photons,
The solid angle for light collection must be small enough to only collect light from a con-
stant intensity region in the beam (f2 — wig 0,1 sr), The other representative values for the
optical system are:
e — 0.2
4-0.2
A — 500 tun
and the soot complex index of refraction is, 10
to — 1.6 — 0.61
giving,
k — 377,
Now the minimum re,.ls.;s
 for a mass measurement to 10% accuracy is (Eq. 3.1-5),
rmin — 0,03 µm
Equation (3.1.5) indicates that r,,, in depends only weakly on the various optical parameters. A
factor of 64 improvement in optical efficiency will only lower the minimum radius by a factor
of 2. Particle counters do not appear to provide a good approach to soot concentration mea-
surements since there will often be a concern that a significant portion of the soot mass will
be in particles with radii smaller than 0.03 µm (diameter = 0.06 µm). Also particle counters
are not specific to soot in that they cannot discriminate between carbon particles and other
kinds of particles,
^e
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3.2 DIRECT TRANSMISSION
Direct transmission, which is a measurement of light extinction by the soot particles, is
simple to ins t rument and directly related to the mass concentration of soot. As will be
shown, direc, transmission does not have sufficient sensitivity, but discussion of this tech-
nique provides a basis for further treatment of more promising soot measurement techniques.
The light power (watts) transmitted through a cell of soot-laden gas is given by Beer's
Law,
/ — /„exp(—A^p L)
	
(3.2-1)
where /„ is the original light power (watts), A l.. is the specific extinction coefficient (m 2 /g), p
is the soot concentration (g/m 3
 ), and L is the optical path length through the cell.
Solving for the soot density one has
P . A '
 L In(/,,//) ,F (3.2-2)
To determine the value of' soot density to 10% accuracy, assuming the transmission mea-
surement is made to 1% accuracy, the transmission (///„) must be at most 90% (10% extinc-
tion), Transmission measurements of greater than 1% accuracy are difficult to make because
of contamination of window surfaces, and detector instabilities.
The minimum sensitivity of direct transmission can now be determined assuming 90%
transmission, I meter pathlength (maximum for an instrument usably sized), and a specific
extinction of 10 m 2 /g (see Roessler and Faxvogla)
P . (10 m2/g)(1 m) In( -1 ) 
—
 11 mg/m 3	(3.2-3)
This minimum value is compared to the desired minimum sensitivity of I mg/m l . The
sensitivity of direct transmissinn for longer wavelengths is worse. Using the value of
A E = 09 mg/m 3 at 10.6 µm from Ref. 10, one obtains a minimum detectable concentration
of soot of 120 mg/m3.
Other gas species may absorb light and interfere with the measurement of soot. For visi-
ble light, the major interference from jet engine exhausts is due to NO 2 , which can be present
at concentrations of 25 ppm at full power. For 25 ppm of NO 2 at STP, the extinction from
NO 2, using the extinction coefficient measured by Hall and Blacet i I of A E = 0.22 m2 /g at 500
nm, is equivalent to 1 mg/m 3 of soot. This interference can be reduced somewhat to 0.4
mg/ m3 soot equivalent by operating at 600 nm, where extinction due to NO 2 is less (A E =
0.09 m 2 /g from Ref. 12). At infrared wavelengths, interferences from CO 2 and H 2O will be
strong. Interferences due to absorbing gas , .s can be overcome by using a reference cell
method  where the soot particulates are filtered out and the background extinction due to in-
terfering gases is measured. However, this correction is difficult to make in a real time
device.
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3.3 MODULATED TRANSMISSION
3.3.1 General Description
Direct transmission measurements of soot absorption have advantages of simplicity and a
close relationship to the desired quantity — soot loading in mass per unit volume. However,
soot levels of I mg/m 3 attenuate light at about 1% per meter, which is very difficult to mea-
sure with direct transmission because of window contamination and detector instabilities.
Modulated transmission is a variation on the direct transmission technique that retains its ad-
vantages, but holds promise of allowing accurate measurements at attenuations of 1% per me-
ter or less. This additional capability is attained by performing a rough equivalent of a refer-
ence "zero-absorption" measurement many times a second, by varying the sample density
with an acoustic field.
A typical modulated transmission configuration is shown in Figure 3.3-I. A light source
such as an incandescent bulb, filtered to the desired color bandwidth, is focused through a gas
cell where the soot sample is subjected to a moderately intense acoustic wave. The cell is
closed at one end and driven at a resonant frequency in a higher order mode by a loudspeak-
er at the other end. The light beam traverses a region of maximum gas density fluctuation,
whereas the soot sample is admitted and exhausted by ports near regions of minimum fluc-
tuation density, minimizing perturbation of sample lines by the acoustic field in the cell. The
4
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Figure 3.3-1. System configuration for modulated transmission measurement of soot con-
centration
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transmitted light beam is detected by a vacuum photodiode. The small amplitude variation in
the photodiode signal resulting from the acoustic modulation of the soot absorber density can
be determined quantitatively from the output of a lock-in amplifier that uses the loudspeaker
drive or a pressure transducer signal as a reference signal. The analysis of this system, devel-
oped below, shows that soot mass concentration can be determined from the rms variation
and the average value of the photodetector signal, a measure of the rms acoustic pressure
fluctuation, and the specific extinction coefficient of soot. A combined calibration constant of
the detectors can be determined by filling the cell with a known concentration of absorber gas
(such as NOZ).
3.3.2 Theoretical Principles
The 'transmitted light power (watts) through an absorbing medium in a cell such as that
shown im Figure 3.3-1 is given by Beer's law,
T„exp(—AFpL)	 (3.3-1)
/„ is the original light. power, T,,, is the transmission of the optical elements (i.e., windows),
	
AF is the specific extinction coefficient (sum of the absorption and scattering coefficients ex-
	 I
	
pressed in m 2 /g), p is the mass concentration of the soot in the gas, and L is the pathlength
	 j
of the light through the cell.
In a practical sense, Beer's Law is valid for monochromatic radiation over negligible to
moderate optical depth (typically, 0 < A t pL 5 3). The upper limit on optical depth arises
because of multiple scattering, which can return part of the light originally diverted from the
beam by scattering. When broadband radiation is involved, Beer's Law must be integrated
over wavelength, taking into account the variation of A F with wavelength. However, in our
case AFpL, is expected to be small k 1) at all probed wavelengths, so that the first two terms
of the Taylor series expansion of ecp(—AFpL) are sufficient. In this case the value of AF
given by,
J l„ WAt;(A)dA
./ /,,(A)dX
can be used with Beer's Law with negligible error. Here A,,W and !„(A) are the values of
the specific extinction and the source intensity as a function of wavelength.
In modulated transmission the densit y
 in the cell is modulated. The transmitted light
power is given by,
1 + !'(t) _ /„ IT,,. + T',,.(t)] exp (— (p + p'(t)) A F L1	 (3.3-3)
Here 1 is the value of the transmitted light averaged over a measurement period (typically one
second for this application) while !'(t) is the fluctuation, The factors T,,, and T',,,(t) account
for the average and fluctuation of transmission through optical elements, and p and p'(t) are
the average and fluctuating values of the soot mass concentration. In this application the
desired measured quantity is the averaged soot mass concentration, p, or the extinction per
unit length, pAF, As noted above, we are primarily concerned with measurement of weak
absorption values (e.g., 1% extinction or less, across a 10 cm path) and consequently, it is ac-
curate to expand the fluctuation of the exponential function in Eq. (3.3-3) into its first two
terms, i.e.,
9
/ + /'(r) — & IT,; + T,,, I WI II — pA,;L 0 +p'(O/p)I , 	 (3.34)
For adiabatic, isentropic, expansion/compression cycles, the gas density fluctuations are given
by (assuming p,,'< pv),
pg,(')Ip,x — P'(!)/(yp)	 (3.3-5)
where p,'(r) and p x
 are the average and fluctuating values of the ges density and p and p'(r)
are the average and fluctuating values of gas pressure, while y is the ratio of specific heats
(y — 1.4 for Ny ).
Calculations of particle motion in turbulent gas flows (Meiling and Whitelaw 13 ) that have
been checked experimentally (Mazumder and Kirsch 14 ) indicate that 1.3 µm diameter Ti02
particles will follow the velocity fluctuations up to I kHz with 99% fidelity. Soot particles
have a density of less than half that of Ti0 2 and will have a greater frequency response. Thus
soot particles in the size of interest (0.01 - 1.0µm) will follow the gas pressure fluctuations
up to l kHz and the soot density fluctuations, p'(0/p, are given by the right hand side of Eq.
3.3-5. Substituting into Eq. 3.3 .4 we have,
+ PW — 4 IT,, + T'„.OIII — pA4L 0 + P'(r)/(yP))I	 (3.3-6)	 j
	A likely measurement procedure based on Eq. (3.3-6) would involve determination of the
	
I
root-mean-square (rms) fluctuation of NO in a narrow frequency band around the acoustic
frequency — a standard operation performed by a lock-in amplifier. Therefore, we separate
the signal into its mean and time varying components. The mean signal is given by
I — 4, T„,U — AOL)	 (3.3-7)
and represents the direct transmission measurement in the small extinction limit. The time
varying signal is given by,
I'(r) _ — l„ T,, IpA 1;L p'(01(yp) — (T',,.(r)/T„J	 (3.3-8)
+ (T',,,W1T„J PAL + (T',,.(01T,,,) pA E L p'0)1(yp)1
which is the modulated transmission measurement. We assume, subject to later discussion,
that T',,, (r) has no significant frequency components above, say 100 Hz, whereas the primary
variation of P'(r) is in a narrow, ,nnrh higher frequency band (typically near 750 Hz).
Furthermore, we ignore the last term, since it contains the product of two small quantities.
Then only the first term in Eq. (3.3-8) will contribute significantly to the acoustic bandwidth
rms average.
In that case, we have, taking the rms average of 3.3-8,
	
Inns ® If) TmPAELP.,,s./(y P) .	 (3.3-9)
Now the mass fraction of soot can be determined for the modulating transmission measure-
ment,
P = [ T,,,LAE J I to	 I Pans,
10
In practical direct transmission measurements, the cell is first filled with a nonubsorbing
gas and the transmitted light power is measured (Equation 3.3-1),
	
/,v — /„T,,.
	
(3.3-11)
Now the transmitted power, /, is measured with the soot present and the density is given by,
	
P . A l LL 
In l ^1 I	 (3.3-12)f	 111	 111
The difficulty in direct transmission measurements can be seen when in the limit of small ex-
tinction this i, approximated as,
I	 /,v—!	 (3.3-13)P a A F L	 !
In the direct transmission measurement, the soot density depends on the difference of two
quantities which are different by only a few per cent. The modulated transmission measure-
ment, Eq. (3.3 . 10), depends on the magnitude of individual quantities, which is the primary
advantage of the technique.
3.3.3 Modulated Transmission Proof of Pr !nciple Experiment
Since the modulated transmission technique was highly rated and, insofar as we know, has
not been tested to date, a preliminary experimental test was performed to demonstrate the
principle and search for potential problems. Modulated transmission was used to measure
small amounts of NO 2 (200 ppm in N 2), which simulated soot as the attenuation species. As
seen in Table 3.3-1, this level of NO 2 has the same light attenuation as 25 mg/m 3 of soot,
which is a typical soot concentration of older jet engines. Since the concentration of the NO2
gas was known, the NO 2 extinction coefficient was measured by modulated transmission and
by direct transmission, and compared to literature values. In practical application, an extinc-
tion coefficient is determined from calibration measurements or literature values and the den-
sity of the soot is measured.
An aluminum tube (100 mm i.d. by 460 mm long) was used as the absorption chamber.
The chamber was closed at one end and driven by a loudspeaker through a thin Teflon mem-
brane used to seal the cell at the open end. Speaker power was drawn from a 15 watt audio
amplifier excited by a signal generator.
Table 3.3-1
Comparison of extinction coefficients of NO 2 (200 ppm) and soot (25 mg /m 3 ) at 1 atm pressure.
Extinction coefficient for NO2 from Hall et al., II and for soot from Roessler and Faxvog10
I:
i
f
P As p Ac X
(g/m 3 ) (M2 /f; (m 1) (nm)
NO2 0.38 0.65 0.25 420.480
Soot Specification 0.025 10 0.25 514.5
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Pressure fields inside the cylinder were mapped at twelve tapped ports along the length of
the chamber using it mm dia, microphone and amplifiers calibrated by it pistonphonc. Root-
mcan-square pressure fluctuations up to approximately one millibar (accuracy in these rough
measurements is estimated to be within a factor of 2) were obtained using several watts drive
power, at the first three resonant frequencies of the chamber (167, 420, and 750 Hz). A
theoretical analysis of the acoustic fields and resonance frequencies showed excellent agree-
ment with the experiments. The pressure waves were close to sinusoidal up to a drive power
of about 8 watts, where pressure wave distortions could easily be seen on an oscilloscope, and
could also be heard.
A microscope illuminator lamp connected to a stable do power supply provided the probe
beam of light. This baam was filtered to contain only the 420-480 nm band, so that the over-
age extinction coefficient would be determined over it
	 bandwidth. The light beam
traversed the cell along a diameter (100 mm) passing through glass windows attached with
epoxy cement. The light was detected by a vacuum photodiode across a 1 Mfg load resistor
(and capacitance < 100 pR The resulting voltage signal was filtered to a narrow passband
(~
 100 Hz) around the sound frequency and displayed on an oscilloscope. A lock-in
amplifier measured the detector signal, using the pressure signal as the phase reference.
A premixed mixture of two hundred parts per million of nitrogen dioxide in nitrogen
served as the absorption standard and was passed through the cell at room pressure. Modu-
lated transmission measurements were undertaken at the third resonance (750 Hz) because
the pressure fluctuation field al this frequency has it very near the center of the
tube, where the windows were located, and it node on either side of the window, where inlet
and outlet ports could be located without encountering a high acoustic field.
In the modulated absorption experiments, p,,,,,/p was set equal to I x 10 -3 RPM as
measured by the calibrated microphone, by adjusting the loudspeaker drive. The resulting
measurements of /,,,,,. and TN.I„ gave detector signals of lJ x 10_ 4
 volts and 9.75 volts,
respectively. Substituting these values into Eq. (3.3-10), where p„ is the density of NO 2 in
cell (200 ppm), we obtained an extinction coefficient of A E = 0.62 m2/g.
Direct transmission through the absorbing gas mixture in the cell was also measured by al-
ternately filling the cell with this mixture and with pure nitrogen gas. The specific extinction
coefficient is given by Eq. (3.3-12)
A E 
= pIL Inl ^1	 (3.3-14)
Five direct transmission measurements had an average of 97.9% transmission (!// N) across
the 100 mm optical path through the cell with a standard deviation of 0.4%. This gives a
value of A E = 0.56 i 0.1 m 2 /g. The relatively large standard deviation and long time (15
minutes) required for these measurements illustrate the difficulties associated with direct
transmission measurements of low absorption.
The measurements of A E from direct transmission and modulated transmission are shown
in Table 3 .3-2 along with a literature value ll that has been averaged for the wavelength range
of the light source (420-480 mm). The moderate difference between the direct and modulat-
ed values in Table 3.3-2 is within the experimental standard deviation for the former, but
could also arise from errors in the rms pressure measurements obtained using the micro-
phone, since no special efforts were made in these initial tests to validate the absolute calibra-
tion of this microphone. In practice, as noted previously, measured attenuation by NO2
(preferably at somewhat higher concentration) could be used to calibrate the modulated
12
Table 3.3-2
Average extinction coefficients (420-480 nm) for NO 2
 determined from measurements of 200 ppm of
NO 2 and literature studies. I l
Technique Ar (m 2
 /a )
Direct Transmission 0.56
Modulated Transmission 0.62
Literature Value 0.65
transmission cell (in effect, calibrating the microphone). This calibration procedure can be
based simply on comparison of direct and modulated transmission measurements. The calcu-
lated transmission value is in satisfactory agreement with the measurements, given the ex-
pected error in this value, since no attempt was made to weight the absorption vs. wavelength
by source, detector, and filter spectral characteristics.
The blue light attenuation of 200 ppm NO2
 in air is close to 25% per meter, high enough
to measure accurately (with some difficulty). Thus the successful measurements summarized
in Table 3.3-2 do not in themselves demonstrate capability to measure the weaker absorption
values of interest in the present application 0 0% per meter). However, we were able to follow
the modulated absorption signals with good signal-to-noise down to less than 10% of the full
value as pure N 2
 slowly mixed into the cell, lending support to our expectation that this ap-
proach will be useful for transmission values as small as 1% per meter. Construction of an
improved cell, in order to minimize background signals from window vibration, should im-
prove the lower detectibility limit. Window v i brations cause fluctuations of the window
transmission at the driver frequency, making thL T,,,' terms in Eq. (3.3-8) important at low
soot concentration levels.
3.3.4 Potential Problems
The most serious potential problem of a soot concept based on soot particle light extinc-
tion is the determination of the extinction coefficient. As reported by Roessler and Faxvog,10
the extinction coefficient for soot at visible wavelengths will vary 20% depending on the
combustion device. These variations are traced to the extinction coefficient's dependence on
particle size distribution, particle shape, and organic fraction, which all depend on the specific
combustion process. Modulation transmission's direct measurement of light extinction, pAe,
can also be seen as a potential advantage since many unfavorable aspects of soot emission are
due to its visibility, which is related to its extinction coefficient.
Modulated transmission measurements also depend on accurate determination of the rms
pressure modulation. We have found that adequate values can be obtained from calibrated
microphones for conditions near ambient.. However, determination of rms pressure values at
the high pressure and temperature specified in the Appendix may be more difficult. Also,
construction of a cell driver that will withstand elevated temperature and pressure is a prob-
lem.
Other potential problems related to modulated transmission are the effect of fluid flow on
the pressure field at the high flow rates necessary to obtain the required frequency response
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(1 per sec), and vibration of the cell, which may restrict the lower detectibility limit, In addi-
tion, the presence of interfering gases that attenuate the light could give erroneous results at
lower soot concentrations. The major interferent in jet engine exhausts at visible wavelengths
will be NO2 . For 25 ppm of NO 2 at STP, typical of full load conditions, the attenuation will
be equivalent to 1 mg/m3 at 500 nm and 0,4 mg/m 3 at 600 nm. At infrared wavelengths, in-
terference from H 2O and CO2 is a problem. These interferences can be eliminated by use of a
reference ce11 6 but real-time measurement with an additional cell is difficult.
3.3.5 Summary
L Error sources, expected accuracy, response time, and concentration range.
The expected accuracy of the technique is t 20%u based on the uncertainty in the soot
extinction coefficient due to the effects of particle size distribution, particle shape, and
composition (i,e., organic fractions). The response time and the lower limit of the con-
centration range are yet to be determined and require further study.
2. Principal components
The recommended system would consist of the following components:
— Absorption cell with driver, windows
— Light source, detector, filters, lenses
— Lock-in amplifier
— Microphone or rms pressure sensor
— Signal, analysis, and display equipment.
3. Calibration
A cell would be filled with a known concentration of NO2 gas and the NO2 specific ex-
tinction coefficient for the wavelength range of the source aril detector would be deter-
mined by direct transmission. Next the detectors would be calibrated by making a modu-
lated transmission measurement on the same NO 2 mixture. The soot specific extinction
coefficient would be determined from literature values or by measurement using modu-
lated transmission in combination with a gravimetric measurement.
4, Significant disadvantages
The measurement is based on the light extinction of soot that can be variable depending
on the soot particle distribution, shape (index of refraction), and organic traction. Other
gases, such as NO 2 , can interfere with the measurement.
5. Key questions for further study
The modulated transmission cell needs to be redesigned to improve detectibility limits
(lower wall vibration) and allow high-temperature and high-pressure operation (improved
driver and more rugged microphone). The effect of the high flow rates (needed for fast
response) on the pressure field needs to be investigated. Also the importance of interfer-
ing gases such as NO2 needs to be determined.
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3.4 CROSSED BEAM ABSORPTION COUNTER (CBAC)
3.4.1 General Description
The Crossed Beam Absorption Counter (CBAC) concept is one of a class of particle mea-
surement approaches called particle counters that function by measuring one particle at a
time. They are distinguished by an active volume small enough so that there is a negligible
probability of having more than one observable particle in the active volume, When based on
scattering (see Section 3.1.2), these approaches can provide particle size distribution informa-
tion down to about 0.04 µm diameter, under favorable conditions, The CBAC is based on
light extinction rather than scattering with the advantage of being able to preferentially mea-
sure soot. The light extinction is measured as one particle passes through a set of interfer-
ence 1'ringes formed by the crossing of two laser beams.
3.4.2 Theoretical Principles	 1
A representative CBAC configuration is shown in Figure 3.4-I. Two beams derived from
the same laser cross at the measurement volume at an angle of 90° The beams are each
given a square cross section with a constant intensity (within 10%) across the beam. As we
will see, this is needed to measure the particle mass to 10% accuracy. The square cross sec-
tion is obtained by expanding the beams, passing them through a square aperture, and imag-
	
ing the aperture into the measurement volume. The power of the beams after passing
	
}:
through the aperture can be determined as follows. The power at a radius r„ of the Gaussian
beam is given by:
where r,, is the radius at the I/e points and 1, is the intensity in the center of the beam. In-
	
tegrating this expression, the total power contained in a Gaussian beam that is passed through 	 {
a circular aperture r„ is,
	
(r„) _ /n [I — e— (r"/r,.)21	 (3.4-2)
or
	
/1(ra) 0 /n[1 — /r(r„)l l,.)	 (3.4-3)
where /„ is the total beam power unattenuated,
/„ = 7r r,? /,,	 (3.4-4)
Thus, a beam which is passed through a circular aperture where the intensity of the outer
edge is at least 90% of the center (/ r (r„) = 0.9 /,.) has a radius
r„ = 0.325r,,	 (3.4-5)
and a total power
/i(0.325r,.) = 0.1 /„
	
(3.4-6)
Only 10% of the power will remain after passing through the aperture. Here we will choose a
square aperture with the equivalent area of a circular aperture. The length of the side of the
square is
ds = 0.325 -J7—r r,,
or
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Figure 3.4-1. Experimental configuration for crossed beam absorption counter (CBAC)
showing beam intersection region in detail
d, m 0,575r,,	 (3.4-7)
The lowest intensity will be 85% of the center at the corners of the square (r„ — 0,406r,,).
This will still be well within the f 10% average intensity needed for the measurement.
At the crossing point shown in Figure 3.4-1, interference between the beams sets up a
striped interference pattern. It is advantageous to cause the strips to move by
frequency — shifting one of the beams, using a Bragg cell, for example. The configuration
shown in Figure 3.4-1 closely resembles that used in real fringe laser velocimeters; the fringe
spacing is given by,
where a is the beam crossing angle. In the present case, the transmitted power In both
beams is monitored, rather than the scattered light. A small (compared to stripe width) ab-
sorbing particle traveling through the striped pattern will diminish the transmitted power only
when it Intercepts a bright stripe. Thus the total transmitted beam power will display a time
variation of the form
I — l„ (I — a,, (1 — sin 21rf,1 M	 (3.4-9)
during the time a particle is in the beam intersection volume, where /„ is the total power In
both beams and fj is the frequency of' the intensity modulation of' the beams given by,
J',, — upl df + fo	 (3.4-10)
Here J;, Is the Bragg cell frequency, and u,, is the particle velocity component normal to the
fringe pattern, The time-averaged particle extinction, a,,, is given by
a,, — or ,,/ a,,	 (3.4-11)
where a„ is the area of each beam normal to the direction of propagation. For soot particles
with radii smaller .han about 0,1 µm (Rayleigh regime), the extinction cross section v,, is
proportional to particle volume, and given by
U r — 
43 rjp,.Ac	 (3.4-12)
where p, is carbon density (p,.= 2.0 grams/ctn }), r is particle radius and A L is the specific ex-
tinction coefficient of soot. Using a selected value for Ar
Ar — 8 x 104cm2/g
we obtain
(TV — (6J x 10'cm— ')r} 	(3.4-13)
i•
Thus the sinusoidally varying part of the signal has (peak-to-peak) amplitude
111_P — 2a,J„ — (1.3 x 106cm' 1 ) L0 r3 	(3,4-14)an
with resulting root-mean square amplitude
Ir	 — 
a, /o — (4,7 x IOscm —t ) I0 r3 	(3.4-15)
,l2	 an
This signal will persist for a particle transit time of t„ — d,,1 u,,, where d„ is the width of the
crossing point of the two beams.
In a well-designed system, the limiting noise over which this signal must be detected will
be signal shot noise, whose mean square equivalent amplitude is
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(, ,)
	
I
2,,,bv8,,
n rms -	
y	
J (3.4.16)
assuming weak absorption (a • ,,<<a,) so that the detected power is nearly I., Here q is the
detector quantum efficiency, b y is the energy per photo . (= 4 x 10-19 joule for blue-green
light) and Bo is the observed signal-bandwidth, which is optimally determined by the per-
sistence of a signal from a single particle; i.e.,
Bn = 4; 1	 (3.4.17)
Thus the signal SNR for detection of a single particle is
'n
SNR - T, At	 - (3.3 x 105cat-I) r^	 N'nt0	 (3.4-I8),V
) rrns	 a„	 hi)
A minimum detectable particle size r,,, l „ is given by setting SNR = 1;
l h
	
rnan - (0.30 x 10-5cm)a„ /w I	 (3.4-19)
y^n to J
However, the product ,,,t„/a„ is likely to be limited to 0.1 J/cm 2 , to avoto vaporizing the car-
bon particles (see LIN Section), Thus we find
f hva I't,
	r;, ln - (0,94 x 10-5cm 2/J't') —°	 (3.4.20)
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It is probable that beams can be focused into 10 µm cross sections with suitably sharp edges
by expanding the beams, passing them through a square aperture, and focusing the aperture
image into the measurement volume using low power microscope objectives with a focal
length of about 1 cm. This configuration should also minimize the effect of beam wander due
to index of refraction fluctuations. The beam area is 10 - 10 m2 and, from Eq. (3.4-20) (as-
suming q = 10%), the minimum observable particle radius is
rmin - 0.027 µtit.	 (3.4-21a)
drain - 0.054 µtit.	 (3.4-21 b)
The minimum diameter for CBAC (0.05 µm dia.) is remarkably close to the limit for scatter-
ing (0.06µm dia.) even though the phenomena are different.
The concentration range of the instrument can be determined as follows. For a crossing
angle of 90 °, the active volume is 10 -15 m3 , allowing a maximum observation number density,
N,n;, x , of 10 14
 per cubic meter to satisfy the one-particle-at-a-time criteria. Assumi,ng a soot
density, p,, of 2 g/cm 3 , and an average soot diameter, r/,,,, of 0.1 µm, the maximum soot
concentration is,
Tr C,
3
nre
Pmux - Pc ( 
—6)  t^nu,x - 100 mg/M3 (3.4-22)
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The lower limit of the muss concentration range is determined by the particle counting
rate. One hundred particle diameters are needed to determine the muss average diameter of a
nnonodisperse distribution to 10% accuracy, as the particle arrival tinnes follow Poisson stalis-
tics. Thus it particle counting rule, R, of 100 per second is required for a one second time
response, The particle number density is given by,
n — R	 (3.4-23)
a„ uf,
For a beam area of 10 -10 m 2
 and a particle velocity of I m/s, the minimum number density is
10 12
 per cubic meter, which is equivalent to i mg/m 3 . Thus the concentration range of the
instrument is 1-100 nag/m 2 for narrow soot particle distributions of 0.1 µm mass average di-
ameter.
The corsespondmg soot concentration range versus muss-weighted average particle size is
shown in Figure 3.4-2. The dashed region indicates the diameter and soot concentration
ranges of interest from 0,03 . 1.0 µm diameter and I to 100 mg/m 2 , To the left of line AB,
soot particles are too small to be observed. Above BC, particle number densities are too
great for single particle counting, while below AD the data rate is too low. Two shortcomings
of the CBAC instrument can be seen. It cannot measure the smallest particles of potential
importance (below 0.05 Am diameter). Also, as indicated by the boundary AD, the instru-
ment has difficulties measuring soot concentrations at large soot diameters because of its slow
time response or high data rate requirements. The instrument must measure a large enough
sample of particle diameters to obtain a statistically accurate mass average. Here, we have
only considered the random arrival rate of the particles in determining this boundary which is
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Figure 3.4-2. Comparison of CBAC measurement range and the likely range of soot con-
centration versus particle size
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accurate for narrow distributions of particle size. [)road distributions of particles require a
larger number of particles to determine an accurate mass average and less of the region of in-
terest in Figure 3.4 . 2 can be measured In it 	 second time response.
The laser power requirements for an energy c.:posure of 0.1 J/cm 2 can be satisfied by an
Initial laser power of 80 mW at the assumed particle velocity of l m/sec, yielding a particle
exposure time, I„ — 10 µs. Here we have taken into account the 90 1% attenuation of the
square apertures that provide the square cross sections. The fringe spacing (see Eq. (3.4.8))
is 0.35 µm, which will give about 30 fringes in the measurement volume. The signal fre-
quency will be 2.8 MHz, which is a convenient operating frequency for the assumed operating
conditions, and an additional frequency shift (i.e., Bragg cell) would not be needed,
3.4.3 Potential Problems
Considerable alignment effort is required to accurately cross two beams of such a small di-
ameter, Furthermore, we have not addressed the practical equipment requirements, The
detectors and zubsequent electronics will have to view a signal with modulation amplitude as
small as 10'7 of the average value. Special care will be needed to avoid mixing of the beams
through stray light scattering, which could produce heterodyne signals comparable to the ab-
sorption signal. For particle diameter bigger than about 0,1 µm, scattering becomes
significant, and soot particles will no longer be sensed preferentially (see Roessler and Fax-
v08 15). The instrument has an inherently slow time response for large particles because it re-
quires a large number of particles to obtain an accurate mass average. Considerable data anal-
ysis will be required to draw reliable conclusions about particle distribution, which may have
significant components out of the range shown In Figure 3.4 .2. Thus, although the CBAC
concept shows some promise, its problems appear too serious to allow development to a
robust test instrument within a few years. 	 b
3.4.4 Summary	 h
I. Error sources, expected accuracy, response time, and concentration range,
Soot concentration is determined from CBAC data by summing the mass contribution of
particles in each size range, and dividing by the total sampled volume,
V,. - U„ ilk, I„	 tltl.
where u,, is the gas Bow velocity in the measurement region, u„ is the area of this region per-
pendicular to the flow direction, and t, is the measurement duration. The following errors
can be significant in this determination:
a. Unmeasured small particles: The magnitude of this error depends on particle size distri-
bution. Most distribution measurements show mass concentrated primarily in particles
larger than 0.03 µm radius, except in early formation regions in combustion zones. Es-
timated error in the soot concentration is less than 10% relative standard deviation.
b. Particle shape effects: The extinction cross section for a given particle mass depends
somewhat on its shape. Our estimate of the error introduced by this effect, for visible
light illumination, is 10%. A larger error is expected in the infrared because of enhanced
shape effects at longer wavelengths.
c. Uncertainty of specific absorption and/or variation with soot com position: l0%
d. Corrections for large particles (r > 0.1 µm): 10%
i
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c. Sampling volume error, 10%
f. Alignment error. If alignment is checked frequently (by maximizing detection rate):
10%
If the estimated error sources are assumed independent, then their combined efrect
(square root of sum of squares) yields an expected error of 30% relative standard deviation.
Adequate time response is expected from the CBAC technique under nearly all soot con-
ditions except for low concentrations of large particles. Furthermore, it should be able to
handle the full range from 1.0 to 100 mg/m 3 with the exception of high concentrations of
very small particles. Range and time capability are illustrated in Figure 3.4-2.
2, Principal components
— One watt argon laser
— Vacuum photodiode detectors (2)
— Mirrors, beam splitters, stop to form square beams and microscope objectives
— Test cell
— Burst analyzer
— Computer
All of these components are commercially available with expected adequate performance, with
the exception of the test cell, which appears to present no serious design difficulties, and the
burst analyzer, which can be a filter at the signal frequency (— 3 MHz) followed by an RF
detector and a pulse height analyzer. Burst frequency and duration information are also use-
ful, allowing direct calculation of sampled volume, and a valuable data quality check. Some
standard laser velocimetry burst counters may be appropriate for this purpose, provided they
have burst amplitude signals with wide dynamic range (at least 100:1). The computer reads
out the pulse height distribution after each measurement period, multiplies each size group by
its equivalent volume, applies any necessary corrections, such as for large particles, checks for
some errors (wrong laser power, bursts near limits of dynamic range, too high data rate,
overly short or long bursts indicating poor alignment) and outputs data in a clear format.
3. Calibration
The major requirement for accurate calibration of this system is proper alignment. Posi-
tive alignment can be accomplished by viewirig an adjustable target, oriented to intercept the
beam intersection through a microscope mounted on the chamber. Viewing should be
through a TV camera and monitor for laser safety. When the beams appear aligned and
focused on the monitor, final adjustments are obtained by maximizing the signal from a
stable soot source. Subsequently individual particle volumes can be obtained directly from the
ratio of a modulated signal to its average value, and from knowledge of the interaction
volume dimensions which are fixed geometrically. Likewise, overall concentration can be ob-
tained from the particle count rates and active volume dimensions. Thus, once the system is
properly aligned, calibration is obtained from known or easily measured quantities. However,
considerable operator skill will be required for ali?,tnment to the required precision, on the or-
der of several tenths of a milliradian, for the beam dimensions assumed above. Further-
more, stability of this alignment may be shordived in the presence of vibration and tempera-
ture fluctuations.
^l
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4, Significant disadvantages
a. Cannot measure particles with diameters smaller than about 0,05 µm.
b, Requires expensive laser, TV alignment system (for eye safety) and LV burst counter.
Total system cost probably greater than $40,000,
c. Establishment and frequent verification of required precise alignment will require consid-
erable operator skill.
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3.5 TAPERED ELEMENT OSCILLATION MICROBALANCE (TEOM)
3.5.1 General Concept Description
One of the positive responses from the vendor survey was a Tapered Element Oscillating
Microbalance (TEOM) instrument. The instrument filters the soot-laden gas and measures
directly the desired quantity— mass concentration of soot in the gas. The technique alleviates
the major disadvantage of filtering techniques: their long time response. The instrument col-
lects the soot in a filter element mounted on the end of a hollow vibrating tube, where the vi-
bration frequency gives a real time measure of the collected particulate mass. The technique
still hits a major disadvantage of filtering techniques — sensitivity to total particulate mass in-
cluding organics, noncarbonous inorganics, water, and volatiles. Some of these interferences
can be overcome by sample conditioning.
Operation of the TEOM is shown in a simplified manner in Figure 3.5-1. The TEOM in-
strument consists of a vertically mounted tapered hollow tube, fixed at the wide end on the
bottom with a changeable filter element at the narrow end on the top. An exhaust sample is
drawn through the filter element down the hollow TEOM tube. The tapered tube is main-
tained in continuous oscillation with the frequency of oscillation being accurately monitored.
As particulate deposits on the filter element, the frequency of oscillation changes in relation
to the mass added. The tapered element is located in an oscillating electric field, maintained
between two field plates, which causes the element to oscillate in the light path of a light
emitting-diode/phototransistor pair. The oscillating voltage output from the phototransistor is
amplified and used as a feedback signal through a conductive path in the tapered element to
interact with the electric field and maintain the oscillation. The oscillating voltage is also sent
through a counter to the instrument microprocessor.
3.5.2 Theoretical Principles
The TEOM has been demonstrated to behave as a harmonic oscillator with the frequency,
f, related to the effective mass, ni,,, and a restoring force constant, K, by the following:
SIDE VIEW
	 TOP VIEW
J FILTER ELEMENT ^{+_ LED
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Figure 3 .5-1. Schematic representation of tapered element oscillating microbalance
(TEOM)
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In,.
or
K
where
KO 
= 4K2	 (3.5-3)
The effective mass, nq„ at any given time consists of the mass of the filter element, tnj,,
the effective mass of the tapered element, nt,,, and the total mass particulate loading, mp,
which gives,
In,, — Inf + n1„ + ny,	 (3.5-4)
Changes in the effective mass, On;„ can only be due to changes in the particulate mass load-
ing, Anrl„ which is given by,
0m„ = K„	 I — 1 I	 (3.5-5)
1./'2 	 ,/
where the tube vibration frequency before and after the mass addition is f l and ,/'2 , respec-
tively.
Determination of KO is an instrument calibration performed by addition of a known mass,
Ant,., to the filter elements and measurement of* the oscillation frequency bel'ore and after the
mass addition. From Eq. (3.5-5), the effective force constant is,
Ko 
= Ani,, 1 f2	 1 	 (3.5-6)
The TEOM instrument has been used to measure smoke from a variety of combustion
sources including fluidized beds, 17 industrial power plants, 16,18 diesel engines, 19 and gas tur-
bine engines. 20
 Modifications of TEOM have been made to operate at high pressure 17 (700
kPa), and high temperature 21
 (1240 K) which satisfy the smoke meter requirements of' han-
dling a gas at pressures and temperatures up to 350 kPa and 430 K.
The minimum mass concentration that can be measured at the required accuracy is given
by,
Plin = 9(0+ 1)/0
	 (3.5-7)
where g(¢,1) is the mass sensitivity (g/sec) of the TEOM, 0 is the filter flowrate (cc/sec),
and t is the measurement time (sec). The mass sensitivity, g(¢,1), will be a function of the
filter Oowrate and the measurement time for a given hollow tube and filter element construc-
tion. For a flowrate of 50 cc/sec and a measurement time of 10 seconds, the mass sensitivity
is 0.05 µg/sec 19 and the minimum density is (Eq. 3.5-7),
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Pmin ' I mg/m3
Thus 10 seconds is required to measure the minimum concentration — rather than the one
second specified in the General Smoke Meter Requirements (see Appendix). It is possible
that a higher flowrate would produce a response time closer to one second. However, this
possibiliy depends on the dependence of g on ¢ and r; that dependence has not been fully
explored, particularly for condition found in proximity to jet engines.
3.5.3 Potential Problems
As a filtering technique, TEOM does not differentiate between carbonaceous matter and
other particulates (inorganics, condensates) as all the particulate mass is collected. For exam-
ple, the problem of condensation followed by evaporation has led to observations of negative
particle mass loadings. 1920 Errors may result from low filtering efficiency for the small parti-
cles, leakage around the filter element, flow of particles away from the element which deposit
on the walls, variation of the spring constant with temperature, drug changes with pressure,
and interference from external acoustic noise and external vibration.
Some of these problems can be solved by careful design and operation. Water condensa-
tion can be controlled by operation above 373 K. Corrections for pressure effects on drag and
temperature effects on the spring constant can be made through calibration. The major
shortcoming of the instrument is the frequency response. 	 At low soot loadings (I mg/m3)
the frequency response is limited by the sample flow rate through the filter element and the
time to acquire a measurable mass. 	 With the present instruments, about 10 seconds are re- 1
quired to make a measurement at low soot levels to the desired accuracy.
3.5.4 Summary
1.	 Error sources, expected accuracy, response time, and concentration range. J,
Carbon loading measurement errors can result from calibration error, overly short mea-
surement times, imperfect filtering, condensation and/or evaporation on the filter ele-
ment, sensitivity to constituents other than carbon, leakage around the filter element, in-
teractions between the flow and tapered element motion, and interference from external
acoustic noise. Calibration effects are discussed subsequently.	 Field experience with this
equipment indicates that accuracy with careful operation should approach t 10 to 20%.
Sample conditioning to prevent condensation (or operation above 373 K) and prevention
of leaks around the filter element are important requisites for accurate operation.
	 For
higher temperatures, the spring constant variation as a function of temperature must be
included in the calculation to provide accurate measurements. 	 At low mass loadings,
time response is limited by the mass resolution of the instrument and the mass flow rate
through the filter.	 (At very high flow rates, turbulence will add noise to the tapered ele-
ment	 oscillation,
	
and	 filter	 efficiency	 will	 suffer.)
	
With	 present	 instruments	 about
10 seconds appears to be required to measure loadings of I mg/m 3 . On the other hand,
linear	 response
	
is	 retained	 as	 the	 filter	 collects	 up	 to	 500 mg.	 Thus
	
loadings
	
of
100 mg/m 3 can be sampled for hours at a typical flow rate of 50 ml/sec, yielding con-
venient operation over the full expected range from 1 to 100 mg/m3.
2.	 Principal components.
a. Commercially available complete system, including sampling head, sampling pump,
gas flow controls, calibration apparatus, and microprocessor-based analysis and dis-
play unit.
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b. Appropriate sampling lines.
3. Calibration
a. Introduction of known mass on tapered element.
b. Weight determination of filter compared to indicated integrated mass load.
c. Determination of filter efficiency by additional filtering, comparison with optical tech-
niques, or resort to literature values.
4. Significant disadvantages
a. Collection of total particulate mass including noncarbonaceous particles.
b. Measurement time longer than I sec I'or light loadings.
5. Key questions for further study	 I
a, Investigate means of decreasing the sample lime,
b. Determine the magnitude of the interference from the expected acoustic and vibra-
tion conditions in the engine test cell.
1
3.6 LASER-INDUCED INCANDESCENCE (LIN)
3.6.1 General Description
Soot particles are detected in the laser-induced incandescence (LIN) technique by heating
them to incandescent temperatures with a laser operating at one wavelength, and monitoring
their incandescence at other, preferably shorter. wavelengths. LIN has been identified as a
primary undesirable background source in Raman measurements in sooting hydrocarbon
fiames. 22
 The strength of that phenomenon becomes an advantage when it is desired to mea-
sure low-level concentrations of soot, Preliminary indications are that LIN is specific to soot
absorption (in distinction to gas absorption). Estimates of the induced incandescence charac-
teristics also indicate that LIN possesses sufficient sensitivity to measure concentrations much
lower than 0.1 mg/m 3 , and contains information regarding size distributions and volatile frac-
tions. Furthermore, the LIN technique is insensitive to acoustic noise. However, closer ex-
amination reveals several potential problems that arise from the necessarily strong perturba-
tion of particles as they are heated to incandescence. Outgassing of volatile adsorbates and
surface chemical reactions are two of the resulting phenomena that may make LIN data
difficult to interpret.
3.6.2 Theoretical Principles
Absorbing particles exposed to laser beams of moderate to high irradiance (near and
above 1.04
 watts/cm 2 ) are heated extremely rapidly until some cooling mechanism (e.g., va-
porization or conduction) becomes important. The initial heating rate d(1/ r/r is given by
dB	 In(Tn
	 la!L,	 (3.6-1)dr	 C,.p,.(4rrr /3)	 a	 C,.
Here 0 is the particle temperature, C,, is the carbon heat capacity, p, is carbon density, and
/„ is incident beam power per unit area. The absorption cross section and the specific absorp-
tion coefficient are cr„ and A, 1
 and r is the particle radius, Using the representative values, C,
= 2.1 Ygram °C and A,, — 8 x 10"+cm 2
 /gdd = 3.8 x 104( cm , °C ) /„ ( watZS)	 (3.6-2)
cm
Thus, neglecting losses, an incident intensity of 10 6
 watts/cm 2 in the visible will increase the
particle temperature at a rate of 3.8 x 10 10
 °C/s, and will raise a pure carbon particle to its
vaporization temperature (ca. 4500 K) in about 0.1 microseconds.
If the laser power is turned off when the particles approach the temperature where vapori-
zation becomes significant, then straightforward calculations indicate that small particles will
cool primarily by conduction. The initial cooling rate depends on particle size, such that for
particles with radii < 0.1 µm (i.e., smaller than the molecular mean free path at STP).
dy	 —3P CA(0—A„) I
	
M	
11/2(3.6-3)dl 
 
C,.p,.r	 2vrNr1 k d„ 
where P, Cs , B,,, and M are the surrounding gas pressure, specific heat, temperature, and
molecular weight, while N, t
 and k are Avogadro's number and the Boltzmann constant. Us-
ing representative average values in consistent units
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P — I x 105 Pa (760 Torr)
CA — 1.2 x 10 3 J/kg—K
M — 29 x 10 -3 kg/mole
we find
dB — —4.9 x 109 K/s
r/t
(3,6-4)
for a 0.1 µm radius particle. Thus, in one microsecond the particle will lose most of its ther-
mal energy.
Larger particles will cool at a substantially slower rate, not only because of the 1/r depen-
dence in Eq. (3.6-3), but also because of the transition from molecular to continuum conduc-
tion cooling. This lransistion begins at particle radii near 0.2 µm to 0.5 µm, where collision
effects begin to substantially reduce the conduction rate.
In a practical LIN soot monitor, excitation might be accomplished by a Nd:Yag laser oper-
ating at a wavelength of 1.06 Am, producing a pulse, say, of 1 mJ in 10 ns. Such a pulse
focused into a beam with 0.01 em 2 cross sectional area would heat pure carbon particles to
their vaporization temperature near 4500 K. The spectral radiance of incandescent emission
from a heated column of spherical particles is given by
/,
 ( w tts	 [ Bx (4500 K) 1 D„ N f F(r) v„ (r) dr	 (3.6-5)cm —nm—sr	 „
Here N is the number density of particles in the volume, and f (r)dr gives the fraction of par-
ticles with radii within r and r + dr where the integral of NOis unity. We have assumed
that the viewed column of soot-bearing gas is optically thin with a laser-excited depth (in the
viewed direction) of D,,. The Planck radiation function B. (4500 K) gives the emitted light
flux normal to a black body surface in watts per square centimeter, nanometer, steradian, at a
wavelength of ,X (nm). The product of the emitting cross-sectional area of each particle times
its emissivity is equated to its absorption cross section, as required by Kirchoff's law.
The absorption cross section is
va = 4_r P d	 (3.6-6)3
Substituting this expression into Eq. (3.6-5) and integrating over r, we find
1,, = Bx(4500 K) D„A,t p	 (3.6-7)
where p is the soot mass concentration; i.e.,
P = Pr N f F(r) 4 rr' rlr	 (3.6-8)
This formula can be used to examine the sensitivity of a practical LIN configuration for pure
carbon soot. We assume for an example (not optimized system) that the Nd:Yag laser de-
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scribed above is used to excite the soot. As illustrated in Figure 3.6-I, its beam is focused
into a 0.01 cm 2
 cross section to produce the energy density necessary to heat the soot particles
to 4500 K. (We assume here that A, I — 8m 2 /g at 1060 nm, If the specific absorption is
somewhat smaller, the beam will have to be focused to a commensurately smaller cross sec-
tion.)
The soot incandescence is observed over a solid angle of 0.1 steradians at right angles to
the excitation beam, over the wavelength range front to 600 nm. The geometry, very
large spectral separation to the anti-Stokes side, and different time dependences of incident
and incandescent light provide extremely strong discrimination against the incident light. We
assume that the excited region viewed by the detector has dimensions of 0.1 cm height (H),
1 cm length (L) and 01 em depth (D„). The Planck function value at 4500 K averaged over
550 to 600 nm is
B550- 600nn, (4500 K) — 0.18 W/(cm2—sr—nm)
The incandescent light power level viewed by the detector is
	
11) — HL AX a /,,	 (3.6-9)
where AX and f2 are the wavelength range and observed solid angle mentioned above.
Substituting Eq. (3.6 . 7) into Eq. (3.6-9), we find
11)= HLD„Ba (4500 K) AXnA,I p 	 (3.5-10)
Thus
	
1f2 = 17.2 x 10-' 
watmg	m2	
P	 (3.6.11)
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Figure 3.6-1. System configuration for soot measurement by laser-induced incandescence
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If this light level is viewed over time increments of 0.1 µs (time resolution necessary to pro-
vide the additional measurement of the particle size), the integrated signal is S (joules)
10- 7 sec x /,) (watts), or
S/_ 1ll	 mg
7.2 r 10'11 Joules—ma P	 (3.6-12)
Since light pulses at least as small as 10- 15
 joules can be measured accurately using photomul-
tipliers, the indicated sensitivity to pure carbon soot is approximately 0,01 mg/m , a concen-
tration which is at least one order of magnitude lower than anticipated in jet engine exhausts,
3.6.3 Potential Problems
While the analysis above indicates the possibility that the LIN technique will provide a sig-
nal directly proportional to soot concentration, will give size information, and will be more
than sufficiently sensitive, further consideration indicates several problems that would appear
to inhibit realization of a robust soot concentration monitor using this technique. Foremost
among these problems is the effect caused by volatile adsorbates on the soot particles. Such
adsorbates are known to be present, and even sometimes predominate over elemental carbon
in diesel exhaust. They are expected to be less prevalent in jet exhaust, but are probably still
significant. The effect of these adsorbates is to prevent soot particles from rising to the soot
incandescence temperature until the adsorbates have evaporated. At the resultant lower peak
temperatures sensitivity is reduced and calibration shifted. These are both serious problems
for a robust soot monitor.
A second difficulty relates to the precise control of laser intensity and pulse shape. It is
usually difficult to get sufficiently constant intensity across the beam cross section, as well as
repeatable pulse shape from a pulsed laser. Controlling laser intensity and pulse shape re-
quires an expensive laser and experienced operator. We have considered the use of CW
lasers to reduce the control difficulties noted above. However, sensitivity is seriously
compromised in this case, because the illuminated volume must be reduced to get enough
power for incandescence,
A third difficulty arises from the possibility of chemical reactions at the heated particle sur-
face, which may change particle cooling rate or produce a chemi-luminescent background.
A fourth difficulty is the dependence of the cooling rate on gas composition, and in partic-
ular on the ratio of particle size and molecular mean free path.
3.6.4 Summary
1. Error Sources, expected accuracy, response time, and concentration range.
The LIN technique should have no difficulty meeting the time response and full range ca-
pability required for soot concentration measurements. However, the interaction of the nu-
merous physical phenomena and characteristics listed below are sufficiently complex to pre-
vent accurate estimates of individual and aggregate error. The anticipated major error sources
are:
a. Nonuniform beam produces uneven heating.
b. Soot partially vaporized before laser pulse termination.
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c. Cooling of the soot by evaporation of volatile adsorbates during laser heating de-
lays attainment of vaporization temperature.
d. Chemiluminescence and/or anti-Stokes fluorescence near strongly heated parti-
cles becomes significant with respect to thermal emission.
e. Calibration error or changes in calibration.
While possible solutions to each of these problems can be identified, the result is a complex,
expensive instrument requiring considerable operator skill to operate accurately. On the other
hand, LIN data should be information rich, possibly providing particle sizing and adsorbate
load in addition to concentration under well controlled conditions.
2. Principal components
a. Pulsed Nd:Yag laser, 0.1 J/pulse, 10 pps with appropriate beam handling optics,
b. Photomultiplier and optical filter with appropriate optics to collect and filter light
from heated region.
c, Fast (0,1 µsec x 100 words) data acquisition system.
d. Microcomputer to analyze pulses, calculate concentration.
e. Calibration system (auxiliary standard such as a filter paper smoke meter, and
stable soot source or absolute calibration by standard lamp.)
3. Calibration
A LIN instrument can be calibrated either through an absolute calibration of its receiving
optics (using, for example, a standard lamp) or by comparison of its signal to that of a soot
measurement standard (such as direct transmission or a filter paper instrument) when both
	 i
instruments observe the output of a steady soot source. We recommend calibration against a
transmission measurement because this procedure should be fastest and most reliable and the	 i
LIN instrument should operate at concentrations high enough for it 	 transmission mea-
surement.	 i
4. Significant disadvantages
a. Calibration can depend significantly on laser beam spatial distribution, pulse en-
ergy, gas state, and soot adsorbates, Possible variation of these quantities re-
quires frequent recalibration and/or considerable operator skill.
b. Uses high-power lasers requiring good safety control for beam and high voltage.
a Requires uniform beam with adjustable energy density.
d. Expensive system.
5. Key questions for further study.
a. Intensity of possible chemiluminescence relative to thermal radiation.
b. Possibility of using measurements at two wavelengths to determine particle tem-
perature, which would give a direct measure of the Planck radiation function
necessary to calculate the soot concentration. This indication could also be used
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to unscramble effect of adsorbates that limit attainment of the particle vaporiza-
tion temperature. For example, the particle temperature, calculated from the in-
tensity ratio between the two channels, could be determined as a function of
laser pulse energy, This approach can be used to adjust the laser pulse energy to
that just necessary to raise particle temperature to the vaporization point, so that
the carbon particles are not significantly vaporized prior to measurement, An
excess energy over calculated values necessary for vaporization (= 0.1 j /CM2)
can indicate energy required to evaporate adsorbates, or effects caused by parti-
cles substantially larger than 0A µm, Chemical reactions at the heated particle
surfaces may affect such measurements; this possibility must be evaluated ex-
perimentally.
`.
A
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3.7 PHOTOACOUSTIC SPRCTROSCOPY (PAS)
3.7.1 General Description
Particulate measurement by photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) Is bused upon the absorp-
tion of modulated light by particles suspended in a gas, resulting in sound wave production.
Figure 3.7-1 shows a typical system schematic The particles absorb the light that increases
the particle temperature. The absorbed heat is transferred rapidly to the surrounding air, in-
creasing local air pressure, and thereby producing a sound wave at the modulation frequency
monitored by a microphone. Over a wide range of conditions, the intensity of this sound
wave is directly proportional to the gas and particle absorption, providing it measurement of
absorption levels too low to be measured directly.
3.7.2 Theoretical Principles
Normally the particle-laden gas is passed through a sample cell along with a modulated
light beam (usually provided by a laser), A microphone mounted in the cell wall senses the
acoustic signal. If the light modulation frequency is far from the call's acoustic resonances
and acoustic losses by heat conduction and viscosity are neglected, the rms amplitude of the
acoustic signal is given by15
S. 4 (y — 1) a, „, ba (1 — e- 11,1-) /„	 (3.7-1)
ar w V br
Here V is the cell volume, L is the cell length along the light beam path, y is the ratio of
specific heats, C, /CI,, o„, (mV/Pa) is [tic microphone sensitivity, w (rad/sec) is the angular
frequency of the modulated light, b, t (m-1 ) and be (m -1 ) are the absorption and extinction
coefficients, and /„ (watts) is the power of the light sourer The absorption coefficient, ba, is
i
Figure 3 . 7-1. Schematic diagram of photoacoustic soot measurement Instrument
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the fraction of the light beam (per unit length) attenuated by particle ubwrpdon. The extinc-
tion coefficient, bF , is the fraction of the light beam (per unit length) attenuated by particle
absorption and scattering. The signal can be written rs
S— R I (1 — e—nr•c) LO
F
where R is the cell responsivity (mv-m/w) given by
_ 4(y -1)Q L
R	 f 7r  V	 (3.73)
When the extinction is small OC L < 1), Equation (3.7 . 2) can be further simplified.
S — R b t /„	 (3.7 -4)
The absorption coefficient can be expressed as b,t — 4,4p, where A, t is the mass specific ab-
sorption coefficient (m 2 /g) (also called absorption cross section per unit mass) and p is the
soot mass concentration in the gas (mg / m 3 ). The mass specific absorption coefficient, A,,,
is independent of particle concentration and is a measure of light absorption by a given parti-
cle composition and size distribution. The rms signal is then given by
	 p	 j
	
S — R A,, p 4,
	
(3.7-5)
This relationship is valid for low particle heating, optically thin (LbF < 1) media, a non-
resonant cell, and low enough particle loading so that y = const. The signal is optimized
with a cell of small cross sectional area (V/L), low frequency modulation, ra, and a high
power light source, /,,. The mass specific absorption, A, l , can depend on the wavelength of
the light source.
The PAS system can be operated under two diff'crent modes: nonresonant or resonant.
At resonance the cell responsivity is increased by the cell quality, Q, according to, 23
R,es — QR
	
(3.7-6)
Typical values of cell quality are around 100 while values of 800 have been achieved. Both
radial and axial modes of resonance have been used. Soot measurements to date have been
made in diesel engine exhausts using resonant PAS cells 6.7 , but nonresonant cells may ulti-
mately be preferred because Q is sensitive to temperature variations.
Calibrations are required to give accurate values of cell responsivity, R, and the mass
specific absorption, A, t , The cell responsivity can be determined reliably by putting an ab-
sorbing gas (such as NOz) of known concentration, p,,, and mass specific absorption, A,t into
the cell and measuring the microphone signal. The cell responsivity is then
R —	 S	 (3.7-7)
A A p a /n
The mass specific absorption coefficient for soot can be predetermined by calibration using
gravimetric techniques, As noted previously, this quantity is expected to vary somewhat with
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shape, composition, and size distribution t the soot. Values of the specific absorption
coefficient are affected, in turn, by the type of combustion source and the sampling method.
Resulting difficulties in interpretation of photoacoustic signals are discussed in the next sec-
tion.
3.7.3 Potential Problems
One difficulty arises in determining an accurate value of A, t for soot. The value of AA has
been found to depend somewhat on the soot particle shape and composition. Soot particles in
diesels consist of carbon or graphitic material and 10-70% organic material by weight.' The
compo^ition of soot particles in gas turbine engines are thought to contain much lower
amounts of organics. The organic material in the soot is less absorbent to light than the gra-
phitic material, making the PAS signal very insensitive to the organic fraction. The PAS sig-
nal is primarily a measure of the graphitic content of the soot. The organics only become a
problem if a gravimetric technique is used with the PAS instrument to determine A, t . Care
must be taken to remove the organics prior to weighing so that the measured value of A, t is
only due to the carbon content of the soot.
Soot particle shapes vary widely as the particles consist of 0,01 - 0,05 µm carbon building
blocks threaded together in lacy ag_- !_rnerates. The influence of the particle shape on the ab-
sorption is still unclear. Originally the absorption was thought to be independent of shape in
the Rayleigh regime (particle diameter < light wavelength). Recent calculations IO indicate
that the particle shape can increase the absorption by as much as a factor of 50 even in the
Rayleigh regime. The effect of particle shapes in practical engine exhausts on the PAS mea-
surement has not been determined,
	
PAS detectors of soot in diesel engines have been developed using lasers emitting both
	
1visible and invisible light. Faxvog and Roessler 6 first developed a PAS detector for soot using
a CO 2 laser operating at A — 10.6 Am (see also Osada et al. 24). With a typical soot dianeter
of 0.1 µm, the PAS system would be operating in the Rayleigh regime (d < A) for the CO2
wavelength, and the measurer ent is less dependent on particle size than visible laser systems
but more dependent on particle shape. 10 At 10.6 µm, gases in the exhaust (such as CO 2 and
H 2O) will absorb some of the radiation, and a dual cell system needs to be used to subtract
the signal from the interfering gas. The amplitude and phase response of the two cells must
	
be matched at all times which makes stability difficult to maintain, Also, adjustment of the
	 i
optics using invisible laser light is more difficult.
PAS detectors of soot using visible light, such as the argon-ion laser (A ® 514.5, see Japar
and Szkarlet7 ), have advantages : uch as ease of optical alignment, simplicity of one cell opera-
tion, and greater sensitivity. Absorption by interfering gases is smaller at A — 514.5 not, and
only one cell needs to be used. Sensitivity is greater because the mass specific absorption of
carbon at 514.5 nm, is ten limes higher than at 10.6 µm wavelength.10
Photoacoustic detection may be made under resonant or nonresonant conditions. Japar
and Szkarlet 7
 used a resonant cell with a quality, Q = 200 (see also Japar and Killinger 12). A
resonant cell gives much higher sensitivity than a nonresonant cell but it is difficult to main-
tain at a constant responsivity. At resonance, the cell responsivity is strongly dependent on
the modulation frequency, which must be precisely set. Also, the high flow rates required to
make fast response 0 per sec) and the variable gas temperature of engine exhaust can change
the resonant frequencies of the cell significantly during operation. For stability, nonresonant
operation such as used by Roessler and Faxvog 15 is preferred. The sensitivity is not as good
as with resonant operation, but it should be adequate to measure 0.5 mg/m 3 of soot under
v1-.al conditions.
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iAcoustic isolation of PAS systems measuring soot in diesel engines lilts been achieved by
using high frequency (3-4 kHz) light modulation. Above 1 kHz the acoustic energy spectrum
from t engine decreases rapidly, so that at 3-4 kHz the background acoustic
noise was found to be negligible, and PAS measurement, have been made using sample lines
as short as 1 meter (D. Roessler, private communication, 1983).
Isolating the photoacoustic signal from jet engine noise may be much more difficult. The
acoustic rms pressure levels are generally about (10-100) Limes higher than diesels with a
spectrum stronger in the higher frequencies making acoustic isolation much more difficult.
To illustrate the problem of the high acoustic background of u jet engine, consider the rms
pressure amplitude of the PAS signal, under nonresonant conditions,
P.n,., - .S/o n, ' f rrta) L A,, p /n	 (3.7.8)
Now for a cylindrical cell of diameter, D, L/V = 4/(arD 2), The angular frequency of modu-
lation is 2af„ where J;, is the chopping frequency; thus
Pins ° 
8(y-0 A,1pZn
	 (3.7-9)
,r2- 7r f,, D
For a typical PAS system (D = 0.01 m, f„ = 500 Hz and /„ = I watt) measuring soot (A,,
= 10 m Z / g ) at the lower limit of soot concentration (p = 0.5 mg /m 3 ) the rms pressure lev-
el is
Pans = 7.3X 10-3 Pa
In terms of decibels the signal is
dB = 20 log O P/P,, = 20 login ( 7.3x 10-3 P;t
2x 10- ' Pa
.
,^ t
dB=51
where P,, is the equilibrium rms pressure fluctuation at room temperature and pressure. The
near field acoustic levels of a jet engine can be as high as 160 dB. A 60 dB (or 10
-3 ) reduc-
tion of the background level to 100 dB is expected because the signal is narrow band (= 10
Hz) and the acoustic background is broadband (— 10 kHz). The background is still 50 dB
above the signal, and reductions by acoustic isolation of 40 dB are difficult to obtain. Operat-
ing at the resonance mode will increase P,,,,,., but one expects that the background resonance
will increase commensurately. Thus PAS detection of 0.5 mg/m 3 of soot from jet engines
may be difficult to obtain without long sample lines and remote detection, which lead to poor
response times and sample line bias. Finally, a photoacoustic soot sensor would be expensive
as it requires an argon laser (==$15,000), The total system with the lock-in amplifier and oth-
er equipment could total $30,000.
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3.7.4 Summary
I. Error sources, expected accuracy, response time, and concentration range
Errors in the PAS determination can derive from a number of sources, The principal er-
ror is in the indeterminate organic fraction of the soot and the effect of particle shape on
AA . Values of A,t for the visible region range from 6.1 to 10.8 m z /g from various
combustion sources of soot which is a t 20% uncertainty in the measurement. ta For
diesel engines (with a relatively narrow range of soot loading), researchers have reported
accuracies of t 150A).
Background acoustic noise from the jet engine (up to 160 dB) is a serious problem with a
technique whose prime detection is acoustic. This problem alone could prevent the PAS
measurement of soot without long sample lines and remote detection, which would limit
the time response.
Response times of 0.5-1 second per measurement have been reported for measurements
in diesels, Concentration ranges of 0.5 to 200 mg/m 3 of soot from diesels and acetylene
flames have been measured using PAS. The lower limit of 0.5 mg/m 3 may be more
difficult to obtain in jet engines because of the high acoustic levels (160 dB).
2. Principal components	 )
i
The recommended system would consist of a 4 watt, Argon-ion !aser, single PAS cell op-
erating in the nonresonant mode, and a light chopper.
The components are:
— Argon ion laser
— Single cell (10 mm x 100 mm volume)
— Light chopper (up to 1 kFlz) and reference photodiode
— Microphone (hearing aid type)
— Collimating lens
— Pump
–• Lock-in amplifier
3. Calibration
Calibration of the cell consists of two parts. First the cell responsivity is determined by
flow of a gas (typically NO 2 ) of a known absorption and concentration through the cell.
Next the mass specific absorption A, t of the soot needs to be determined. Literature
values can be used which are accurate to f 20%. Also A, t can be determined directly by
simultaneous gravimetric measurement and PAS detection of the soot. Care must be
taken to remove organics and the water content before weighing.
4. Significant disadvantages
Because of particle shape effects the PAS soot detector has potential inaccuracies, which
make the measurement quantitative to t 15%. The most serious problem is that pho-
toacoustic detection at low concentrations may be prohibitive in the highly acoustic en-
vironment of jet engines. Finally the cost of the equipment is expensive (=$30,000) be-
cause the method requies an argon-ion laser along with signal processing equipment.
5. Key questions for further study.
Effective acoustic isolation techniques need to be investigated and the lower concentra-
tion limit of PAS detection determined under a strong acoustic field. These techniques
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could be evaluated in an acoustic environment using it available pho-
toacoustic instrument developed for the diesel industry in Japan. 24 The stability of the
microphone under high pressure (340 kPa, 50 psi) and high temperature (430 K) needs
to be determined.
t
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Section 4
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The analysis of techniques for soot concentration measu rements involves a number of
questions whose experimental examination will benefit development of a robust soot sensor.
In this section we recommend and document a limited experimental program designed to
resolve key questions regarding the instrument concept considered most likely to meet mea-
surement requirements (MODTRAN) and the concept that appears to offer the most infor-
mation if successful (LIN). A third, commercially developed concept (TEOM) will be used as
an auxiliary standard, providing a simultaneous test of its performance. The individual exper-
iments in this program are described below,
1. Improve MODTRA14 cell and determine lowest measurable concentrations.
The original MODTRAN cell used for preliminary experiments was constructed of alumi-
num. Window vibration was observed to introduce a background signal in this cell that
reached an amplitude corresponding to absorption of' several percent per meter when the
beam was misaligned, so that the window cut off a substantial fraction of it. Several ways
to reduce this problem have been proposed and would be tested in this experiment:
a. Construct cell of heavier material (e.g. brass or lead),
b. Use larger windows and soft-edged beam.
c. Size cell so that windows are located at node of wall vibration.
2. Determine effects of higher sample rates (1-5 I/sec) on acoustic field in MODTRAN cell.
Since the cell volume is several liters (3.2 liters in the present form), sample rates of
several liters per second are necessary to achieve one second time response for the mea-
surement system. In this experiment we will map out the acoustic field of the cell as the
sample rate is varied, from 1-5 I/sec in order to verify that MODTRAN can be operated
successfully at high sample rate,
3. Use MODTRAN cell with soot generator to verify performance with soot.
The MODTRAN instrument will be cross calibrated with TEOM and filter paper instru-
ments. Problems arising from interaction of acoustic field with particle flow will be
noted.
4. Identify and test rms pressure sensor capable of stable operation at ambient and elevated
temperature and pressure.
An accurate indication of the fluctuating pressure field is essential for an accurate MOD-
TRAN concentration measurement. The microphone used presently is too delicate for
this application. A more rugged, less sensitive pressure sensor will be identified and test-
ed to verify stability over pressure and temperature fluctuations.
5. Test concepts for improved driver that will operate at high temperature and pressure (430
K, 350 kPa).
A loud speaker is not expected to function as a satisfactory driver far from ambient con-
ditions. Piston and bellows/diaphragm type drivers as well as fluid oscillators will be in-
vestigated. The most promising concepts will be tested.
6. Test LIN technique using 1.06 µm Nd:YAG laser and two visible channels for detection
to determine feasibility of temperature measurements.
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Temperature measurement would provide a direct measure or the Planck function for the
soot concentration calculation. Also, temperature measurements would be used to op-
timize the soot heating. The soot temperature would be measured as a function of the
laser pulse energy to determine the minimum energy necessary to reach vaporization.
Laser incandescence using this minimum energy would limit temperature errors due to
substantial vaporization 'prior to measurement. Also, excess laser pulse energy over cal-
culated values would indicate volatilization of organic absorbents or effects of particles
substantially larger than 0.1 µm. A soot generator would be used to provide steady sam-
ple in these experiments.
The LIN technique appears to be difficult to develop as an applied soot concentration
sensor in the near term, because little experimental work is available to evaluate and op-
timize its performance. Nevertheless, this technique is of interest because of the amount
of information it may provide, and because it can be used in-situ in uames, as well as in
sampled probes. This experiment will provide it test or assumptions used in the
L,IN analysis, and may point the way to a useful instrument.
f
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Section 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Rapid response smoke meters with increased range, sensitivity, and accuracy are needed to
measure the wide range of smoke emission levels produced by modern commercial and mili-
tary jet engines. A wide range of particle measurement techniques are surveyed as possible
candidate systems. A set of criteria called the General Smoke Meter Requirements describe
the ideal characteristics of a practical jet engine smoke meter. These specifications, which
would require substantial improvements over existing smoke meter capabilities, include time
response (I per second), range (1-100 mg/m 3), accuracy (0,2 mg/m 3) and particle size range
(0.03 to 1.0 µm diameter). The candidate systems are evaluated against these criteria and
five of the most promising techniques were chosen for a more in-depth analysis and evalua-
tion. Four of the smoke measurement concepts are optical methods: Modulated Transmis-
sion (MODTRAN), Cross Beam Absorption Counter (CBAC), Laser Induced incandescence
(LIN), and Photoacoustic Spectroscopy (PAS). A rapid response filter instrument called a
Taper Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) is also evaluated. For each technique the
theoretical principles are described, the expected performance is determined, and the advan-
tages and disadvantages are discussed. The expected performance is evaluated against each of
the smoke meter specifications, and the key questions for further study are given.
The most promising smoke meter technique analyzed is MODTRAN, which is a variation
on a direct transmission measurement. The soot-laden gas is passed through a transmission
cell, and the gas pressure is modulated by a speaker. MODTRAN measures only the fluctuat-
ing component of the light transmission, which is directly proportional to the light extinction
and is insensitive to window contamination and detector variations. Light extinction from
soot well below 1% can be measured, lending support to the assumption that soot concentra-
tions down to I mg/m 3 can be measured. Direct transmission measurements can be made in
the MODTRAN cell both as a cross check and a primary measurement at high soot loadings
near 100 mg/m3 . The principal components of MODTRAN are inexpensive. Experimen-
tal study of MODTRAN is needed to establish sensitivity limits, to develop a cell driver
(speaker) and pressure sensor capable of withstanding high pressure (50 psi, 350 kPa) and
temperature (430 K), and to obtain the high flow rates necessary to give 1 reading per second
time response.
The remainder of the techniques are rated much lower than MODTRAN. Photoacoustic
measurement of soot has been accomplished in diesel engines and is commercially available
for diesel applications in Japan. However, the requirements for jet engine soot measurements
are much more severe. The most critical problem is detecting the acoustic signal (typically 50
dB for l mg/m 3 of soot) in 160 dB of acoustic background. Acoustic shielding of over 110
dB is difficult to obtain, and long sample lines to remove the instrument from the acoustic
source limit time response and bias the results.
LIN, which involves heating carbon particles to vaporization and measuring their incandes-
cence, could be the most promising in the long term. It provides a wealth of information
(carbon mass concentration to 0.1 mg/m 3 , particle size distribution, and volatile fraction), is
insensitive to acoustics, and can be used in situ to obtain a spatially resolved measurement.
Potential problems due to outgassing of volatile absorbates, surface chemical reactions, and a
complex laser system make the technique a subject of further study rather than a method
ready for use as a robust soot meter.
TEOM, which is a soot monitor based on filtering and is available as a commercial instru-
ment, will make a good laboratory standard for comparison to other methods, but it is not
recommended as a primary smoke meter candidate since it only provides long-time averages.
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About 10 seconds is necessary to make it at low soot levels U mg/m 3 ), and it is ques-
tionable whether the technique can be improved sufficiently to meet the specification of I
reading per second. Condensation of volatiles and water on the filter and leaks around the
ceramic filter are problems that require sample conditioning and careful operation.
CBAC is a single particle counter, measuring the diameter of each particle as it passes
through the interference zone created by the crossing of two laser beams. The rms amplitude
of the beam attenuation from the carbon particles passing through the interference zone is
measured and is directly related to the diameter. The major problem in this single particle
counter is that the smallest particles cannot be measured (below 0,05 µm diameter) and the
mass of particles below this limit are ignored. Also the CBAC instrument must measure
enough particles to obtain a statistically meaningful mass concentration average. The random
arrival rate of particles and wide probability distribution of particle diameters make an accu-
rate mass concentration difficult in one second, particularly at low soot loadings of large parti-
cles.
f
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0.1
Appendix
GENERAL SMOKE METER REQUIREMENTS
I. System inaccuracy must be less than io% of reading or 0.2 milligrams/cubic meter,
whichever is higher, with resolution of 5% of reading. System inaccuracy is defined as
the difference, expressed as a percent of the known concentration, between a known
mass concentration input and the smoke meter output reading.
2. The system must be capable of meeting the accuracy requirements over a mass concen-
tration range from I milligram/cubic meter to 100 milligrams/cubic meter.
3. The system must be capable of meeting the accuracy requirements over a particle size
range of from 0.03 micrometers to 1.0 micrometers.
4. The system must be capable of at least l mass concentration reading per second assuming
a properly conditioned sample is delivered to the instrument input.
S. The system design must allow for digital control of all functions and for digital readout of
the system output.
6. The system must be capable of measuring the carbon content of a sample that is 16% wa-
ter vapor by volume and has a pressure of 350 kPa and a gas temperature of 430 K.
7. The system must have sufficient stability so that accuracy can be maintained with system
re-standardization on a one-half hour cycle. The system must have a convenient and re-
liable standardization system.
8. It is highly desirable that the system be able to differentiate between carbon particles that
are smoke and other constituents including galas and non-smoke particles introduced
into but not consumed by the combustion process.
9. The system must be packaged so that it can safely operate within specifications while lo-
cated close to the test vehicle/jet engine in order to maintain short sampling lines. The
control may be located in a less severe environment. The expected test cell environmen-
tal conditions include:
Temp	 255-325 K
Acoustic Noise
	 160 dB
Vibration	 50 micrometers (0-200 Hz)
10. The system should have a reliable calibration method.
11. The system must be reliable and simple to operate and must require a minimum training
time for operating technicians.
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